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Issue
• Currently the IVOA data model only includes a small set of reference frames that
are used in astronomy
• This list does not include the most commonly used planetary and heliophysics
reference frames
• SSIG has recently taken on the task of trying to address this issue in order to
facilitate access to solar system data sets using IVOA tools

Work Plan
• Our first step is to go through the literature and existing planetary/heliophysics
data systems and collect a list of frames that are currently in use
• We will organize this list and make sure that each named system has a welldefined quantitative definition
• Many of the systems in use are identical (same exact mathematical description
but different name) or nearly identical (different reference epoch, etc.)
• We will use this list to define a frame alias list
• We will try to define a convention for reference frame naming

Team Working the Issue
•
•
•
•
•

Steven Joy (UCLA/IGPP, PDS/PPI, IVOA/SSIG, IPDA)
Baptiste Cecconi (Observatoire de Paris, EPN/VESPA, IVOA/SSIG, IPDA)
Stéphane Erard (Observatoire de Paris, EPN/VESPA, IVOA/SSIG, IPDA)
Marc Costa (ESA/ESAC, SPICE expert)
Jean-Christophe Malapert (CNES, OGC Expert)

• Others are encouraged to join us in this effort

Status
• A spreadsheet has been developed and populated with information about the
various reference frames that have been used for outer planets data
• This spreadsheet has been distributed to the team working the issue for comment
and review
• Currently we have described:
Inertial Frames (6)
Jupiter Frames (27)
Saturn Frames (11)
Uranus Frames (5)
Neptune Frames (5)
Pluto Frames (5)
• We will continue to populate this spreadsheet adding non-inertial frames commonly
used in heliophysics, as well as the inner planets.

Spreadsheet content (14 columns):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abbreviation & Name: Two columns that give the common frame name and abbreviation
Type: Frame type (inertial, body-centered, body-fixed, dynamic, spacecraft-centered)
Representation: (Cartesian, Spherical, etc.)
Center: Frame center (Jupiter, Saturn, Cassini, etc.)
RH/LH: right-handed or left-handed frame
G/C/M: Planetographic, Planetocentric, or Magnetic
Epoch: (J2000, B1950, of-date, etc.)
Model/Parameter: Magnetic model or body shape model used in definition
Source: Defining document(s)
SPICE reference: SPICE PCK or FK that defines the frame
Definition: Frame definition text
Note: Any notes or comments about the frame definition
Major Planetary Datasets: List of known datasets that use this frame for archive

Some obvious issues…
1. It’s very clear that frame definitions must include a date. The IAU issues new
reports every few years and some key parameters (pole RA/DEC, rotation rate,
precession/nutation terms, etc.) are updated

• Many of the frame definitions are nothing more than updates related to new IAU parameters

2. IAU convention for the definition of “north pole” differs for planets and small
bodies – Pluto pole reversed after reclassification from planet to minor planet.
3. The same name is used for different frames and identical frames are given
different names by different teams/datasets

Where we’re going
• Current the IVOA data model has a hard-coded list of reference frame names that
can be used to search the data
• Eventually, we would like to propose a reference frame naming convention to the
Semantics WG for consideration.
• The purpose of the spreadsheet of frame definitions is to identify the commonly recurring
elements that will need to be incorporated into a naming convention.

• When and if the SWG agrees to adopt some version of our proposed naming
system, then we would go the Data Modeling WG

